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Session: P-34. HAI: Disinfection/Sterilization & Environmental Infection Prevention

Background. Portable Medical Equipment (PME) are routinely used by health-
care workers (HCWs). Transmission of healthcare-acquired infections has been attrib-
uted to PME. Our institution policy requires at least once daily PME disinfection. 
Automated tracking of disinfection events by Disinfection Tracking System (DTS) 
makes routine monitoring possible. We tested the device to see if it could provide ac-
curate information about disinfection practices and patterns, as well as be used to ac-
curately monitor compliance with policy.

Methods. Data obtained from DTS devices on PME from 2 acute care wards over 
a 25-day period was obtained. DTS devices record disinfection events and are automat-
ically stored for monitoring. DTS was placed on 10 computer-on-wheels (COWs) and 
5 vitals machine (VMs) on both the wards. One ward received DTS with “Screen-on” 
feedback displaying the time since last disinfection event, and one unit had no dis-
play on the screen (screen-off). The number of recorded events was summed over the 
25-day period and sorted by time of day to determine the pattern of events over a typ-
ical 24-hour period. Minute “0” indicates start of each monitoring period in a 24-hour 
cycle and corresponds to 12 midnight (Figure 1).

Results. A total of 421 moisture events were recorded for the screen-on and 345 
for the screen-off, during the 25-day implementation period. The highest number 
of events occurred between 6am and 7am, with 69 moisture events recorded in the 
screen-on group and 75 events were recorded for the screen-off group. Further, 37 
events were recorded in the screen-on group and 43 events in the screen-off group 
between 2pm and 3pm. Between 6pm and 7pm the screen-on group showed 52 mois-
ture events and 32 events for the screen-off group. Figures 1 shows the three peaks 
corresponding with a spike in disinfection events.

Conclusion. The pattern of disinfection events over 24 hours demonstrate that 
most events occurred regularly at certain times in the day. These time points corres-
pond with higher volumes of disinfection happening at the beginning of shift changes 
for nursing. It also demonstrated that disinfection rates were higher than the policy 
recommended once a day PME disinfection. DTS has the potential to continuously 
record & report data related of disinfection events on PME in healthcare settings.
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Background. The acquisition of reusable medical devices through loaner system 
is a worldwide phenomenon. Single-use implants, such as orthopaedic screws, that re-
main in the surgical tray are subjected to multiple handling and reprocessing until they 
are implanted. Exposure to physical, chemical and biological agents may compromise 
their quality/safety and favor biofilm formation. The aim of this study was to assess the 
surface integrity and microbiological conditions of patient-ready orthopaedic surgical 
implants (least used cortical screws), provided through loaner system.

Methods. After full reprocessing, clinical trays used for small fragment sur-
gery (3,5) provided through loaner system to a large Brazilian teaching hospital were 

randomly selected between August to November 2019. Trays were opened in a bio-
logical safety cabinet and the least frequently used cortical screws (numbers 10 and 
38), therefore, the ones most exposed to biological, chemical and physical agents, were 
randomly removed and subjected to bacterial culture (n = 3 screws/tray, 9 trays) and 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (n= 1 screw/tray, 5 trays). The 27 screws were in-
dividually cultured in Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB), sonicated and vortexed, and incubated 
at 35oC for up to 28 days (screws were left in TSB). Positive cultures were plate out for 
automated bacteria identification.

Results. Bacterial growth was identified in 2/27 screws. Three bacterial species 
were isolated, Staphylococcus hominis resistant to rifampicin and Kocuria rhizophila 
(screw A), and Micrococcus luteus (Screw B). Structural damage and soil were visual-
ized on all screws subjected to SEM (5/5). Extensive biofilms were detected on three 
screws (3/5) (Figure 1).

Figure 1.  Scanning electron micrographs of patient-ready orthopaedic implants 
(screws), acquired through loaner system showing extensive biofilm, with incorpo-
rated bacilli/rods and/or cocci shape bacteria.

Conclusion. Recovery of bacteria, biofilm accumulation and structural damage 
were detected on patient-ready least frequently used orthopaedic cortical screws. 
Screws frequently remain in surgical trays for multiple reprocessing, thus, they are 
repeatedly exposed to contamination and possible damage. These findings point to 
the need to discuss and review the way these single-use implants are currently made 
available for surgery.
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Background. External benchmarking involves comparing standardized data on 
HAI rates in one hospital or healthcare facility in relation to others. Here we pres-
ent two epidemiological graphical tools, 2D and 3D benchmarks, which summarize 
the efficiency in preventing main infections in a Medical/Surgical Intensive Care Unit 
(MSICU).

Methods. The 3D benchmark graph considers the incidence density rate of ventila-
tor-associated pneumonias (VAP cases per 1,000 ventilator-days) as the X-Axis, the in-
cidence density rate of central line-associated primary bloodstream infections (CLABSI 
cases per 1,000 central line-days) as the Y-Axis, and the incidence density rate of urinary 
catheter-associated urinary tract infections (CAUTI per 1,000 urinary catheter-days) 
as the Z-Axis. Efficiency in preventing infection (e) considers the zero rate to be 100% 
efficient (e=100%) and the highest available benchmark rate to be “zero” efficiency 
(RMax: e=0%). From this definition, the efficiency of any MSICU (0% ≤ e ≤ 100%) is 
obtained using a linear interpolation function, from the rate observed in the MSICU 
under evaluation (Rx): e = 100x(RMax – Rx)/RMax. If Rx > RMax, then RMax = Rx. 
The 3D benchmark is build by calculating the preventing infection (e) for each infection 
(VAP, CLABSI, and CAUTI) for all benchmarks and for the MSICU under evaluation. 
In the 3D Benchmark, three control volumes are created: “Infection Control Urgency” 
volume, “Infection Control Excellence” volume, “Infection Prevention Opportunity” 
volume. Benchmark 2D considers only the VAP density rate as X-Axis, and the CLABSI 
density rate as Y-Axis. In this graph, five control regions are created: 1=excellence in 
the control of VAP+CLABSI; 2=excellence in VAP control and opportunity for CLABSI 
prevention; 3=excellence in CLABSI control and opportunity to prevent VAP; 4=oppor-
tunity to prevent VAP+CLABSI; 5=urgency in infection control.

Results. Graph parameters were based on NHSN data from the device-associ-
ated module, NOIS Project, Anahp, CQH, and GVIMS/GGTES/ANVISA (Brazilian 
benchmarks), and El-Saed et al. benchmarks. We applied the 2D/3D benchmarks to 
several Brazilian ICUs.


